
Vocabulary for Otis and Clara

Preschool

Beach: A sandy area beside the sea or ocean where Otis loves to play.

Nap: A light or short time of sleep, just like Otis enjoys on the weekends.

Alarm Clock: A device used to display time and alert someone to wake up, like the one that
jolted Otis awake on Monday morning.

Dream: The thoughts, images, and stories that enter your mind while you're sleeping, like Otis
dreaming of summer.

Worry: To feel uneasy or concerned, like Otis when he was nervous about the field trip.

Mountain: A very tall hill and feature of the land, like the scary Dogwood Mountain that Otis
had to climb.

Bug: A small insect, something Otis really doesn't like.

Kindergarten

Field Trip: An exciting adventure outside of school, like the one Otis went on with his
classmates and teacher.

Classmate: A friend who is in the same class as you, like Porter the Poodle and Ouzo the
Labrador, Otis's new friends.

Comfort Zone: A place where you feel safe and relaxed, like Otis's cozy weekend before the
field trip.

Confidence: Believing in yourself and your abilities, just like Otis learned to do during his
journey up the mountain.

Summit: The very top of a mountain, where Otis felt a great sense of accomplishment.
Excitement: Feeling very happy and eager, just like Otis was on the morning of the field trip.
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1st Grade

Envision: To imagine or picture something in your mind, like when Clara encouraged Otis to see
himself as a strong bulldog.

Pursue: To follow or chase after something, like pursuing your dreams or facing your fears, as
Otis did with the mountain climb.

Indicator: Something that shows or suggests something, like being nervous before an adventure,
which indicates it's something meaningful.

Spectacular: Something very impressive or beautiful, like the view from the top of Dogwood
Mountain.

Meaningful: Something important and significant, like the lessons Otis learned about believing
in himself.

Connection: A relationship or link between people or things, like the bond Otis formed with
Clara, the cardinal.

Adventure: An exciting and daring experience, like climbing a scary mountain, which can lead
to personal growth.

2nd Grade

Comfortable: Feeling at ease and relaxed, like how Otis felt after his journey and newfound
confidence.

Overcome: To successfully deal with a problem or difficulty, like how Otis overcame his fear of
heights.

Elevation: The height above a specific level, like the elevation of the summit of Dogwood
Mountain.

Significant: Something important and meaningful, like the significant impact the field trip had
on Otis's confidence.

Journey: A long and often challenging process or experience, like Otis's journey up the
mountain.



Aspiration: A strong desire or ambition, like Otis's aspiration to conquer his fears and climb the
mountain.

Self-assurance: Confidence in one's abilities or judgment, like the self-assurance Otis gained
through his adventure.


